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SUMMARY

This two-year research program was accomplished as a part of the NASA Ames

Research Center Post Baccalaureate Program. During these two years Mr. T. F. PAcha-

son has completed the required coursework at the Aerospace Engineering Department

at S.D.S.U. and has concluded his thesis related research at NASA Ames Research

Center. Mr. PAchason research study was focused on incorporating time dependent

capability into the aerodynamic computer code (PMARC) which was originally devel-

oped for steady state flow fields.During the final phases of this project the modeling

of flow fields where several submerged bodies could move along various time depen-

dent flight paths was achieved. Such computational capability can be used to analyze

the aerodynamic interference between two aircraft flying along two closely intersecting

flightpaths or for a helicopter rotor rotating relative to its body. A technical report

summarizing the theoretical background of this research along with several examples

whicll were used to validate the above features of the computer code will be submitted

directly to the project monitor, Mr. Dale L. Ashby.

SCHEDULE

The Post Baccalaureate Program schedule was:

I. Sept. I_ 1990 - June I, 1991 : Mr. T. F. Richason studied at SDSU (24 units

of coursework and 6 units of thesis) and has completed the literature survey for his

Thesis.

2. June 1_ 1991 - Feb. 1_ 1992 : Research and Thesis work at NASA Ames.

8. Feb. 1, 1992 - June 1, 1992 : Final semester at SDSU.

4. June 1, 1992 - August 30, 1992 : Concluding research at NASA Ames.



ILESEARCH PROGRESS

Panel methods, based on the solution of the inviscid flow equatlons l-s are now

widely used in industry as well as research institutes. One of the first methods

(VSAERO I) which had true three-dlmensional capability was very successful in cal-

culating the liftingproperties of aircraft wings, up to moderate angles of attack. This

method was extended such that the unsteady maneuvers of solid bodies in an invis-

cid fluid could be analyzed 2-s. However, many important flow conditions in unsteady

aerodynamics are a result of relative motion between at least two solid bodies. Such a

situation exists in the case of a propeller rotating relative to a steadily flying wing or

similarily when a helicopter rotor rotates relative to its body.

During the firstyear of this project the existing panel code (PMARC s)was modified

so that the geometry of the boundary (as in the case of a relative motion between two

airplanes) can be varied with time. This modification required a time dependent update

of the position of the various moving boundaries (and their surface grids) and of the

aerodynamic influence coefficients.

During the second year of this project the method was validated against various

test cases. The unsteady nature of the code was validated by comparing the calculated

results with data measured for an oscillating wing for which experimental data was

available. The multlcomponent motion capability ofthe method was later demonstrated

by studying the interaction between two airplanes flying along different (but almost

intersecting) paths. In the particular case studied for this report the effect of a large

airplane's wing on a lighter airplane's stabilitywas investigated. Rolling moments were

calculated, as the smaller airplane closely crossed the large airplane's wake, at various

vertical separation locations.

Another possible application for the present method is to study the flow field cre-

ated by rotors rotating relative to a helicopter's body. Two sets of such data were

available for comparison where the advance ratio was such that situations with non-

linear nature, such as flow separation or flow reversal on the blades, was avoided.



PUBLICATIONS

The technical results of this research effort were summarized in the following pub-

lications.

1. 17Achason, T. F., Katz, J., and Ashby, D. L., "Unsteady Panel Method for Plows

with Multiple Bodies Moving Along Various Paths," jBubmitted to the AIAA Aerospace

Science Conf. to be held in Reno, Nevada, in January 1993.
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